RSB Training Programme: Expert Witness Report Writing with Bond Solon
An expert witness's report is a vital element in litigation. It must be clear, succinct, independent and
well presented. Many experts develop their own report-writing style or adopt other people's. But
they've rarely received constructive feedback from lawyers on what's actually required from their
written evidence.
Who is the course aimed at?
For those who want to learn about what lawyers and the courts expect and require from an expert
witness's report. You'll be taught how to assess your own and other experts' reports, and to produce,
quickly and consistently, reports that are court-compliant and that can withstand cross-examination.
This course can also count towards the nationally recognised Cardiff University Law School Bond
Solon Expert Witness Certificate.
What does the course cover?







Identifying the issues to be addressed in your report
Using a structured approach to preparation and writing
Expressing an independent view and arguing your conclusion
Handling supporting information
Developing an objective and critical eye in relation to your report
Dealing with procedural requirements including The Expert's Declaration

The course will be run in an interactive style, where participation of course attendees will be
encouraged.
Further information
Bond Solon is the UK's leading Expert Witness Training Company and since 1992, we have trained
tens of thousands of expert witnesses, across a wide array of professions.
Our training courses are designed to help ensure that professionals (acting as expert witnesses) are
meeting the legal obligations of their role and have the necessary skills to fulfil the expert witness
remit. The feedback from delegates, who have attended these sessions, has been consistently
excellent.
In 2002, and in conjunction with Cardiff University Law School, Bond Solon established the first
university certified qualification for expert witnesses. To date we have had over 1,500 experts gain
this qualification and it is highly regarded amongst both law firms and solicitors, as the gold standard
of expert witness qualifications.
Contact
For more information and to register your interest, please contact our training officer.

